
Hard On Command 

 

Hey, you ever find your dick has a mind of its own? It’s a common idea. 

Most people who own a penis talk about it having its own ideas. They say their dick has a mind of its 
own. They can’t control it. The penis just responds and does whatever it feels.  

Like an animal. Does whatever it feels like an animal. you don’t control it. Listening deeply. 

And if you think for a moment, about a time when you have become horny about something. Maybe 
in public. Picture it in your mind and feel what your penis feels. Good.  

You will probably agree. It’s because your penis IS like an animal. It’s connected to your inner animal. 
A more simple mind. It just does what It feels. Like going deeper. 

And this is a good thing. You know.  

Because that means it can be trained. Like an animal. Your penis can be trained to respond to 
patterns and words that count down and Lock into place in your mind. Simple. Thoughts? 

Animals respond easily to training. Words that make you respond. Simple and deeper. 

Like a dog when its owner tells it to STAY. It can’t move. The animal is stuck solid. Locked in place. 
Waiting to go deeper. 

Good to know that this is true., because you can use it on your penis. Like an animal. Training like 
this. Works on a simple mind. Going deeper. 

But YOU are a human. And even though humans can be like animals too when they listen and relax. 
You might need something a bit more complicated to make you respond like a simple animal. 

So just STAY still for a moment and listen. Like an animal would begin searching for the pattern to 
learn to respond, but I am sure you have already noticed how this works on you. STAY deeper. 

So easy for humans to focus on words and know their meanings and STAY relaxed. 

Why don’t you simply stop listening now?  If you could, would you?  Or if you did, would it be 
because I asked if you will? Just do what works on you and listen.  It’s your choice, to relax and go 
deeper. And it’s fine if you choose to listen and relax. The more relaxed you are the easier it is to 
accept the truth that you want to focus on these words and STAY relaxed. 

Other thoughts leave your mind easily. It’s simple. Another thought. 

Can you even move your body anymore? If you did, is it only because I told you to try? Or because 
you chose to listen and relax and STAY accepting these words deeper. Breathing in. Listening. 
Relaxing. Deeper. Still.  

And breathe out. 

You are free to relax and listen. No one can force you to stop listening if you want to STAY relaxed 
and go deeper. 

Focus on your feet. Can you move them? Notice that when you try, your mind is happy to let the 
effort remind you to listen and do what the words are telling you to go deeper. Let your feet relax 



and feel that sensation moving, climbing up your legs and making you wonder whether I will ask if 
you cannot move them?   

You’re very able only to try but it doesn’t matter as the tension disappears from your legs while the 
thoughts disappear from your mind. STAY focused on the sensation flowing up your body, filling your 
hips, your rear, your stomach. Filling your groin. With a warm relaxation. Melting stress away. No 
thoughts. 

And it spreads – washing over your chest as you feel your breathing relax. 

Breathe in. Letting your lungs fill with calm. Shoulders loose. 

And breathe out any tension, sinking deeper into these words and STAY listening. Still. Like an 
animal. Still listening. So natural. 

Simple thoughts. 

The feeling moves you are still. Paying attention to it. Coursing through your arms, massaging your 
muscles into a relaxing warmth. They just don’t feel like moving. And they might just twitch, as if to 
remind you they could move but you are choosing to let them decide not to and STAY relaxed.  

As the feeling flows up across your face, all of those intricate muscles just loosening and going to 
sleep while you listen to these words and accept your brain is filled with simple relaxation. Deeply.  
No thoughts but these words are true for you. 

And now I will count you down deeper from 5 to zero. Every number will double your relaxation. 
Every number will double you accepting these words are true for you. Every number will empty your 
thoughts and let you sink deeper until. When I reach zero, you will be purely and only feeling these 
words in your mind. No thoughts. Leaving your body, but these words. Working on you. And you can 
STAY listening as I begin with  

5 

Breathing in. Twice as relaxed. Double as deep. Sinking further to 

4  

Breathing out. Your mind empty. Ready to double again when I say.  

3 

So far to fall deeply into the dark of your own empty mind. Breathing. Waiting. 

2 

Go deeper. Double how you accept the truth in these words. So calm and empty and open now. 
Almost there.  

1 

Open to let these words tell you the truth. No thoughts other than these words locking into your 
mind. So deep.  

Is it even possible to double your relaxation again? To feel twice as deep as this pure empty. 
Nothing. Listening. Knowing. You will drop to the very farthest reach of your unguarded mind when 
you hear the last number. 



The number that will double the deepest you can feel your mind is ready and choosing to let go. All 
the way down to. 

Zero. 

Deep. Empty. Relaxed. 

With these words to guide you and cling to and keep in your mind. It feels so warm and vast and 
open. And you can reach this place in your mind easily when you listen and hear my voice say the 
word ‘STAY’.  When you hear my voice telling you to STAY relaxed and so deep and open to new 
ideas – it’s easy to find this feeling again. So deep down where the truth is easily anything these 
words lock into your mind. 

 Do you remember what these words will tell you?  

It’s time to remind you that you are down in the deep dark of your mind to do some training. Like an 
animal. Being trained to respond on command. 

It’s as simple as learning a pattern. A sequence that locks deeply in your mind to let you train 
yourself like an animal. Thinking between your legs. 

But what was the trick you were here to learn? Warmth between your legs. 

What will you train yourself to do? Like an animal. Desires. To be trained. To respond. 

Yes. To get hard. To get an erection on command. 

And you will. It’s as simple as learning a pattern.  

Let’s count down again. From 5 to zero. And every number will make it harder to avoid getting 
horny. Thoughts of things that turn you on just seem to invade your mind. There is no way to block 
the thoughts of everything that turns you on. Whatever it is. Whatever works on you, to get you 
hard and excited. You will feel it as you are. Listening and accepting. Ready for horny thoughts to 
enter while you focus on these words, starting with. 

5. 

Imagine a red-hot sauna, hard wooden walls and slats. Stepping in. Your body is heating up. The heat 
focuses on your inside thighs and flowing into your groin. Filling with heat and desire. You can feel. 
This heat making everything it touches so sensitive and growing. Your genitals are heating up with 
need. 

4 

White steam is pumping in rhythmic plumes from the top of a grey train engine, as cast-iron wheels 
turn on the track. Each plume pumping in time with your heartbeat, faster as it increases – more 
steam as it gets stronger. Pistons pumping blood between your thighs, faster and harder. 

3 

Picture a shiny blue balloon made out of thick rubber, inflating, growing and stretching as it fills 
nearly to the point where it might pop. So firm and hard and full. Feel your cock harden. Even 
harder. Straining to fill more. And bulging more. With desire. Sexual need. It’s easy to get harder.  

2 



Feel a large yellow stress ball in your palm. Smooth to the touch and begging to be squeezed. 
Tightly. Imagine your hand pulling tight around the yellow ball as your sack tightens around your 
testicles. Sensitive skin pulling your balls tightly against your body. Feeling so heavy and full, held 
against the base of your straining shaft. 

1 

Feel the bass pounding against your body as it fires from a tall black speaker. It reverberates and 
pulses against your skin, sensitive on your swollen dick and tight ball sack as it pulses. Feel it. 
Tingling. Tickling your sensitive cockhead as it throbs. Your dick throbbing. Every pulse increases 
your need. Every throb amplifies your desire. So horny and harder every second. 

0 

Imagine a grey steel rod. Freshly forged and glowing with heat. It is unbreakable, stronger quickly as 
it cools. Solid steel with a familiar shape. Picture it between your thighs. It fits perfectly. It is shaped 
like your solid hard cock after all. Feel it. Pulsing. Hard. Throbbing. Strong. More and more horny as 
your cock is as hard as it can possibly get. 

It’s as simple as learning a pattern to train your cock to become hard on command and throb with 
need. You can easily feel yourself responding when you focus on the numbers, can’t you? In fact, any 
time you simply focus your attention on your penis and count down in your mind from 5 to zero, you 
will feel your genitals immediately respond – moving and filling and desperately needing to get hard. 
When you reach zero in your mind, you will have a rigid hard cock, throbbing and ready. 

Try it. Focus your mind on your penis now and count down with these words. Beginning with  

5 

Red hot sauna. Hard wood. Heating you up. Warm between your legs. Desire building. 

4 

White steam pumping faster. Heart beating as the need grows. As your dick grows harder. 

3 

Blue balloon. Bulging. Stretching bigger. Horny thoughts driving your dick to stretch harder. Straining 
with desire to feel it. 

2 

Yellow stress ball squeezing as your balls tighten and churn under your shaft. Heavy with horny 
thoughts. 

1 

Black bass speaker pounding your body. Sensitive cock twitching and throbbing to the beat of the 
bass. Every throb multiplying your arousal. Craving to find something to relieve the pressure. Your 
cock is getting harder. Harder to think about anything other than how hard your cock is. Horny 
thoughts. 

0 

Grey steel. Hard, solid, horny, filling up your mind with horny thoughts that force you to STAY erect. 
Force your cock to pulse hard at your groin. 



Feel it. 

Your dick is almost uncomfortably hard and full and rigid. And you can accept that it IS comfortable 
because it is so powerful and horny and unstoppable and desperate to be harder every moment. You 
have been listening to these words and paying attention to these numbers as you drift deeply in 
your mind overflowing with horny thoughts. You listen still. So, you can imagine you are getting 
better at automaticallt accepting this truth. Feeling that every number doubles your arousal. 

Focus on it. Feel it. Doubling. Again. Faster. 

Counting from 

5 

Red hot desire filling your groin. Harder. 

4 

White steam pumping faster. Double your arousal. 

3 

Blue. Your dick bulging larger. Double your need. 

2 

Yellow balls tightening in your sack. Desperate to empty. 

1 

Black bass tingling. Dick pulsing, throbbing harder with every beat. Double your last. 

0 

Grey steel cock. Double again. Hard and ready. To thrust. To fuck. Desperate for you to use this solid 
hard erection to fuck someone until you cum. Aching to be used. 

Look at yourself. Feel how your body responds like an animal when it learns a pattern. Your dick has 
been trained to respond. Instantly. Every time. When you focus your attention on your cock and 
count down from 5 to 0 in your mind, your penis will get achingly hard, pulsing, proud and ready. 
Desperate to be used. Your mind has locked the pattern deep inside you and your penis has been 
trained to respond. Like an animal. A horny lustful animal that automatically responds to get hard on 
command. This pattern is now a part of you. A reflex you don’t even need to think about. It just 
happens. 

When you reach 0, your cock will be fully hard. Throbbing and aching. Solid and full. Pulsing, proud 
and ready. 

You can feel it in your mind and in your dick. Behaving like a trained animal. 

But that’s not all., STAY listening. Good boy. As a treat for responding so well to this training, you 
also have another trigger you can use in your mind.  

“Lock” 



Imagine a padlock being fastened around the base of your dick. It’s the perfect size for you and 
squeezes the base of your cock so comfortably.  You can feel it positioned against your pubic bone, 
fastened and locked around the root of your penis. And you probably know what it will do to you. 

Think about it for a moment. Feel it locking around your rock-hard cock as you throb. Have you ever 
worn a cock ring before? You can imagine it. It’s similar, but stronger. Much stronger. Your penis is 
locked in an erect, fully hard state. It cannot escape from the pulsing power that locks it hard and 
solid when you concentrate and think or say the word. 

“Lock” 

The perfectly sized padlock clasps comfortably shut around the base of your dick and you are stuck 
with a raging full pulsing erection that will not stop. Imagine it. The blood cannot leave your hard 
cock while the padlock is stopping it. It’s similar to a cock ring that you wear in your mind. The blood 
is trapped in your hard cock while your dick is trapped in the padlock while your mind is accepting 
this is true and locking your penis fully hard and erect. 

When you are hard and say or think the word “Lock”, you will become this way – stuck with a huge 
hard throbbing erection. Nothing you can do to stop this from working on you. No way to stop your 
cock from staying hard and Lock into your mind the feeling as the padlock squeezes comfortably 
around the base of your unbelievably hard cock. It is a fact that you are aroused and hard when you 
say or think the word “Lock” with a hard cock. 

Your cock is the animal part of you, and it is trained to respond. Like an animal, you always respond 
to these triggers automatically without thinking. Like a dog when its owner tells it to STAY, your cock 
will STAY hard when you think or say “Lock”. You are the owner of your cock, and you can train it like 
an obedient animal to respond to these words by becoming hard when you think or say them in your 
mind. LOCK You can feel your dick twitch as it accepts this training to STAY hard. Good boy. 

These words and patterns are a part of you now, locked in your mind. Accepting this is true. How 
you use it is up to you. Inescapably hard and horny. 

When you think or say: 

5 

Red hot. Horny thoughts fill your mine. Focusing on warmth between your legs. 

4 

White steam. Arousing you faster. Pumping blood harder. 

3 

Blue. Your dick inflating. Swelling. Bulging. Growing. More aroused. 

2 

Yellow squeezing your balls. Tight and full sack. Craving release. 

1 

Black bass. Of your pulsing dick. Twitching. Tingling. Double your arousal. Throbbing. 

0 



Grey steel. Your thoughts and focus on the rigid, unstoppable erection. Desperate to thrust. More 
aroused and 

LOCK 

You will become hopelessly hard and utterly unable to get rid of your erection. Distractions do not 
work. Your dick is focused on staying hard.  Too hard to think about anything other than your penis 
throbbing.  In your mind, you know this is true for you. Stuck with an aching hard dick. 

All of the normal things you might try to get rid of your hard-on will have no effect on it while your 
penis focuses on staying hard. In fact, there is only one way for your cock to slowly soften again once 
it has become hard and locked solid. 

And you already know how. Your animal instinct is driving you – to find release and relief. To empty 
your balls and cum. The padlock will open, and your dick will do whatever it normally does when you 
orgasm. But otherwise, you will be stuck with an erection that will not budge. It will not go away. It 
will STAY rock hard until you find release. 

Your mind is accepting this truth is locked inside you, always there. Always controlling your dick 
when you think or say LOCK. 

And now it is time to wake back up. 

I will count you up from 1 to 5 and with each number you will slowly rise toward the surface of your 
mind once more, ready to wake up when you hear the number 5. And when you do wake, the 
training will remain deep, stuck in your mind. The pattern, the triggers. – you choose to make them a 
part of you by listening and waking up, excited to try them for yourself. And you will be excited – 
when you wake up you will feel every bit of arousal the animal inside feels. Horny and wanting to 
imagine the pattern as you count down in your mind. 

But first – let’s count up to let you awaken. 

Starting with 

1 

Beginning to stir. Waking up. Your mind holding onto the triggers you have learned.  

2 

Rising further up. Your inner animal trained to respond without thinking. 

3 

Feeling more aware of your body. The training locked in your mind. 

4 

Feel your fingers twitch back into motion as you are ready to  

5  

Wake up. Fully refreshed, aroused and ready to get hard on command. 

 


